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Multibody Analysis and Control
of a Full-Wrist Exoskeleton for
Tremor Alleviation
Uncontrollable shaking in the human wrist, caused by pathological tremor, can signifi-
cantly undermine the power and accuracy in object manipulation. In this paper, the
design of a tremor alleviating wrist exoskeleton (TAWE) is introduced. Unlike the works
in the literature that only consider the flexion/extension (FE) motion, in this paper, we
model the wrist joint as a constrained three-dimensional (3D) rotational joint accounting
for the coupled FE and radial/ulnar deviation (RUD) motions. Hence TAWE, which fea-
tures a six degrees-of-freedom (DOF) rigid linkage structure, aims to accurately monitor,
suppress tremors, and provide light-power augmentation in both FE and RUD wrist
motions. The presented study focuses on providing a fundamental understanding of the
feasibility of TAWE through theoretical analyses. The analytical multibody modeling of
the forearm–TAWE assembly provides insight into the necessary conditions for control,
which indicates that reliable control conditions in the desired workspace can be acquired
by tuning the design parameters. Nonlinear regressions are then implemented to identify
the information that is crucial to the controller design from the unknown wrist kinemat-
ics. The proposed analytical model is validated numerically with V-REP and the result
shows good agreement. Simulations also demonstrate the reliable performance of TAWE
under controllers designed for tremor suppression and movement assistance.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4047424]

1 Introduction

In the past several decades, the scientific community has paid
considerable attention to the alleviation of pathological tremors
(e.g., essential tremor [1,2] and Parkinson’s disease [3,4]) caused
by neurological disorders. These tremors manifest as an uncon-
trollable shaking of the limbs, which greatly reduces the quality of
life for millions of people worldwide. Specifically, reduced stabil-
ity and accuracy of human motion due to tremors will cause diffi-
culties in leg locomotion, body support, and object manipulation.
Since a large population of patients suffering from these diseases
(especially Parkinson’s disease) are of middle and older age, the
consequences of tremors have life-threatening ramifications such
as falling and slipping [5]. Researchers from various fields have
been exploring solutions to these illnesses. In addition to pharma-
cological and surgical intervention, rehabilitation devices [6,7]
have been developed to externally alleviate tremors. Recent
breakthroughs in mechatronics and robotic technology have made
the development of smart, versatile, and adaptive devices possi-
ble, which include robotic orthoses and exoskeletons. For the
upper limb (elbow, forearm, wrist, etc.), a number of devices
including DRIFTS [8], WOTAS [9], the work by Taheri [10], and
the work by Huen et al. [11] have successfully reduced tremors by
actively applying control forces/torques on human joints. To real-
ize this, the assessment of tremor information is necessary. As
tremors are generally considered roughly rhythmic and oscillatory
[12], the commonly adopted tremor modeling and control frame-
works implement motion filters (e.g., weighted-frequency Fourier
linear combiner (WFLC) [13], band-limited multi-Fourier linear
combiner (BMFLC) [14], autoregression [15,16], and their combi-
nations) that are capable of separately extracting voluntary and
tremorous motions from human movement signals. Various
tremor attenuating controllers (passive impedance control, active

vibration canceling [9,10,13], etc.) are then implemented based on
the filtered tremor data.

The ability to precisely control the human wrist is crucial to
object manipulation in daily life. The wrist joint is categorized as
an ellipsoidal/condyloid joint—a constrained three-dimensional
(3D) rotational joints with two main degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
[17]: flexion/extension (FE) and radial/ulnar deviation (RUD).
Both FE and RUD are essential DOFs that can be affected by
tremors. While the wrist tremor can be better studied and sup-
pressed in terms of both FE and RUD, the kinematics of the two
wrist DOFs are complicated. Unlike artificial mechanical joints
(universal joint, ball joint, etc.), the wrist joint is realized with a
complicated bone structure [18], which does not indicate the exact
positions of the rotation axes. According to the studies, the axes
locations are approximately demonstrated in Fig. 1. In addition to
the offset, the FE and RUD motions may also couple with transla-
tional displacements. Finally, the wrist kinematic profile varies
among individuals. For some Parkinson’s disease patients who
suffer muscle deformations [19], the rehabilitation device
designed based on a standard fix profile may have limited func-
tionalities. The aforementioned tremor suppression orthoses and

Fig. 1 Approximate locations of FE and RUD rotation axes [18]
on the wrist of a left forearm
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exoskeletons either do not interface with or provide full actuations
to all of the wrist DOFs, or they may restrict natural wrist motions
due to the constraints from artificial mechanical joints. Other reha-
bilitation devices (e.g., RiceWrist [20], OpenWrist [21], and
(CADEN)-7 [22]) that can provide actuation to both FE and RUD
motions, but very few of them are designed for tremor assessment
and alleviation during object manipulation.

The novelty of this paper is taking into consideration the
coupled wrist FE and RUD motions in the design of a wearable
full-wrist robotic device for tremor control. Unlike the aforemen-
tioned forearm devices that mainly focus on the tremor suppres-
sion in the FE motion, the tremor alleviating wrist exoskeleton
(TAWE), which is first introduced in our conference paper [23],
aims to provide tremor alleviation solutions to both FE and RUD
without constraining the natural wrist motion. The presented study
focuses on providing a fundamental understanding of the feasibil-
ity of TAWE through theoretical analyses. As a self-contained
extension of our conference paper, this paper proposes an updated
design of TAWE with a better customizable mechanism. Also, the
current paper presents an extensive investigation in the dynamics,
kinematic identification, and control of the forearm–TAWE
assembly. The multibody methods used in this paper are applica-
ble not only in the modeling and analysis of the proposed design,
but also in the development of similar wearable rehabilitation
devices. The design features and mechatronic system setup of
TAWE are briefly introduced in Sec. 2. Based on a few reasonable
assumptions, the theoretical analysis aims to achieve the follow-
ing objectives:

(1) Obtaining a fundamental understanding of the dynamics
and necessary control conditions through the modeling of
the forearm–exoskeleton system, which is elaborated in
Sec. 3.

(2) Based on the kinematic model, studying possible design
parameters that improve control conditions, and exploring

a regression model for wrist kinematics identification,
which are discussed in Sec. 4.

(3) Developing controllers for tremor suppression and light-
power motion augmentation, which is explained in Sec. 5.

Simulations are carried out in Sec. 6 to validate the theoretical
results, and demonstrate the performance of kinematic regression
and control. Finally, Sec. 7 concludes the findings of the paper
and discussed future study directions.

2 The Design of Tremor Alleviating Wrist

Exoskeleton

The TAWE is a wearable robotic rehabilitation device designed
to provide full-wrist motion measurement, tremor suppression,
and light-power movement assistance. An essential requirement
of TAWE is to allow the exoskeleton to follow the motion of the
user. As the exact 3D kinematics of the wrist of the user is initially
assumed to be unknown, the hand and the forearm are treated as
two individual bodies in 3D space. This indicates that an exoskel-
eton that links the two bodies requires at least 6DOFs to ensure
completely unconstrained wrist motion.

To this end, TAWE shown in Fig. 2(a) has adopted a 6DOF
rigid linkage mechanism with two of the DOFs actuated. Similar
mechanisms [24,25] were adopted in the measuring tool designs
for the kinematic identification of the wrist joint, which however
did not provide any actuation. A rigid mechanism is efficient in
force/torque transmission, and it can also be reliably modeled,
measured, and controlled. A 6DOF mechanism is also highly tol-
erant toward slight relative motions between the user and the
equipped device. Compared to the previous version of TAWE
[23], the design in Fig. 2(a) is updated to allow more customiza-
tion in the linkage dimensions. By adopting off-the-shelf and
standard mechanical components, the design weighs 350 grams
excluding the power supply and electronic control system, which

Fig. 2 The overview of TAWE installed on a right forearm mannequin, where (a) shows
the mechanism design with all the major components labeled. The standard poses of
TAWE at different wrist position is shown in: (b) 275 deg in FE (flexion); (c) 75 deg in FE
(extension); (d) 245 deg in RUD (ulnar deviation); and (e) 25 deg in RUD (radial devia-
tion). In (b)–(e), the palm and dorsum of the right hand are pointed out.
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can be further lowered by design specialization and optimization.
A combination of aluminum alloy and plastic is adopted to ensure
structural strength while providing lightness. The standard poses
of the exoskeleton are shown in Figs. 2(b)–2(e). By assuming the
current mannequin wrist as a common ball-socket joint, the exo-
skeleton can reach �75deg to 75deg in FE and �45deg to 25deg in
RUD without geometric collision between parts.

The forearm and hand attachment pads are, respectively,
located at the base and the end of TAWE. The forearm pad is
attached to the end of the forearm, and the hand pad is attached to
the hand dorsum. As demonstrated in Fig. 3, sleeves, gloves, and
Velcro tapes can be installed with the attachment pads for the user
to convenient equip the device without extreme tight-fitting or
precise positioning. These setups allow the users to freely use
their fingers and palms, and perform some tasks in daily life. The
designs of the attachment pads and the dimensions of all mecha-
nism linkages can be customized to better fit with the user profile
(size, range of motion, etc.). The design of TAWE can also be
improved using safe casings with smooth and soft surfaces to
cover the mechanism, sensors, and electrical wiring.

The positional sensors used in the exoskeleton are absolute
rotary encoders (US Digital MAE3) installed at the revolute
joints, and the two inertial measurement units (IMU) (MPU 9250)
fixed on the forearm and hand pads. All of these sensors can reach
a measurement resolution higher than 0.1 deg, which is sufficient
for wrist motion measurement in tremor control. This setup pro-
vides two different measurements of the orientation difference
between the hand and the forearm. As the base of the exoskeleton
is attached close to the tip of the forearm, the orientation differ-
ence of IMUs 1 and 2 are not affected by the supination/pronation
in the forearm. The fusion of the two measurements will hence
provide accurate assessments of the user motion and tremor
dynamics [26]. The maximum torque provided by each servomo-
tor (1.5 N�m from Dynamixel XL-430) can be further limited
through both hardware and software to avoid excessive load being
exerted on the user.

3 Modeling the Forearm–Exoskeleton Dynamics

The feasibility of TAWE cannot be proved only by its design
and manufacturability. The control system is the other essential
element for the successful implementation of TAWE. The design
has been updated by including offsets between the axes of the
Euler joints (joints 4, 5, and 6 labeled in Fig. 2(a)), the dynamical
model of the linked forearm–exoskeleton system is re-established
based on the following model assumptions:

ASSUMPTION 1. The forearm is approximated as a rigid body
model. The deformations of the soft body parts are omitted.
ASSUMPTION 2. Muscle actuation forces are generalized into
direct forces/torques acting at joints.
ASSUMPTION 3. The supination joint in the forearm is fixed.

3.1 Kinematics of Forearm and Tremor Alleviating Wrist
Exoskeleton. The modeling of the forearm–exoskeleton system
begins from the two subsystems—the forearm and the exoskele-
ton, which are both modeled as floating base systems to allow
base actuation and excitation. Figure 4 shows the main coordinate
frames declared in the two subsystems and the links between the
frames. Here, frames A1 and A2 are defined in the forearm sub-
system for IMUs 1 and 2, respectively. Similarly, frames E1 and
E2 are the coordinate frames, respectively, for IMUs 1 and 2 in
the exoskeleton subsystem. Frames A1 and E1 are also assigned
as the floating bases of the two subsystems, whose coordinates da

and de are, respectively, defined in the time-derivative form as

_da ¼ ½ _qT
a xT

a �
T ; _de ¼ ½ _qT

e xT
e �

T
(1)

where q 2 R3 is the translational position defined in the global
frame (frame G), and the x 2 R3 is the angular velocity defined
in the base frame of each subsystem. The orientation of the fore-
arm and TAWE floating bases are, respectively, represented by
unit quaternion vectors na 2 R4 and ne 2 R4. Unlike Euler
Angles, the orientation formulation based on quaternion can
avoid singularities, thus leading to more stable dynamical
modeling [27].

The kinematics of the exoskeleton can be directly acquired
from the design, while the transformation between frames A1 and
A2 will vary among different users, which is assumed initially
unknown. The homogeneous transformations (from frame i to
frame j) are represented by the matrices

Ti;j ¼
R d

01�3 1

� �
¼ T�1

j;i ; Tj;i ¼ RT �RTd
01�3 1

� �
(2)

where R 2 R3�3 and d 2 R3 are the rotation matrix and transla-
tional displacement. The transformations between the frames in
the exoskeleton kinematic chain are demonstrated in Table 1,
where the default parameters of the design are also included. In
the table, the terms marked as dk;i and Rk stand for the translation
and rotation along the k axis (in transformation i), respectively.
The generalized coordinates of the forearm and exoskeleton
subsystems are defined as ha ¼ ½ha;1; ha;2�T 2 R2 and he ¼
½he;1; he;2; he;3; he;4; he;5; he;6�T 2 R6 which are the wrist rotation
and joint angles, respectively. Any d or R is constant if it is not a
function of h, d, or n.

By employing fixture constraints between frames A1 and E1,
and between frames A2 and E2, a closed kinematic chain is
formed. IMU 1 provides the measurement of ne and qe, which are
now equivalently na and qa, respectively. The measurement of ne

and qe can be obtained by two approaches—the kinematic chain
of TAWE and the difference between IMUs 1 and 2 measure-
ments. Therefore, the wrist transformation can be written as

Fig. 3 The attachment of TAWE to a right forearm mannequin
model via sleeve, glove, and Velcro tapes. The mechanisms and
sensor are covered by safe casings. Fig. 4 Overview of the kinematics of the forearm and TAWE,

where the coordinate frames are labeled and the link between
the frames are marked
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TA1;A2 ¼
Rw dw

01�3 1

" #
¼

RT
a RA2 RT

a ðqA2 � qaÞ
01�3 1

" #

¼ TE1;E2ðheÞ ¼
RE1;E2 dE1;E2

01�3 1

" #
(3)

where nA2 and qA2 are, respectively, the orientation quaternion
and translational position of frame A2 measured by IMU 2 with
respect to frame G; RE1;E2ðheÞ and dE1;E2ðheÞ are functions of he;
and RA2ðnA2Þ is the rotation matrix converted from nA2. As previ-
ously mentioned, the above relationship allows the implementa-
tion of Kalman filter to obtain a better estimation of Rw and dw.
Furthermore, there also exist an Euler/Cardan angle vector H that
can represent the rotation Rw, which can be calculated by

Rw ¼ RHðHÞ ¼ RT
a RA2 (4)

Specifically, the elements of H are

H ¼ ½ hx hy hz �T (5)

where hx, hy, and hz are the Euler angles rotating around the
x, y, and z axes, respectively. An important note is that H is
dependent on the rotation sequence of the Euler angle. The default
Euler angle sequence used in this paper is the intrinsic z–y–x
sequence [27].

There exist multiple candidates for ha provided that they can
characterize the translation dw and the rotation Rw in the wrist
joint. For convenience, ha;1 and ha;2 are interpreted by default as
values that quantify the RUD and FE motions, respectively. The
wrist joint, H, and ha will be explained with more detail in the
wrist kinematic analysis in Sec. 4.

3.2 Subsystem Dynamics and Coupled Model. Based on
the kinematic model introduced above, the individual dynamics of
the two subsystems can be modeled. The forearm subsystem has
three bodies in total—the forearm, wrist, and hand. As the floating
base of the forearm subsystem is selected on frame A1, the equa-
tions of motion can then be presented in the following nonholo-
nomic equations [28]:

qa ¼ ½ hT
a dT

a �
T

Maðqa; naÞ€qa ¼ Haðqa; _qa; naÞ þ JT
u;aðqa; naÞua

þWT
a ðqa; naÞwa þ JT

k;ak (6a)

_na ¼
1

2
na � 0 xT

a

� �T
(6b)

where qa 2 R8 is the generalized coordinates of the forearm sub-
system; ua 2 R8 is the generalize human muscle input exerted at
the floating base coordinates and the wrist joint based on Assump-
tion 2; wa 2 R8 is the disturbance/perturbation; Ma 2 R8�8 is the
inertia matrix composed from the three bodies in the system;
Ha 2 R8 is the internal generalized force that includes Coriolis,
centripetal, potential, and damping forces; and Ju;a 2 R8�8 and
Wa 2 R8�8 are, respectively, the Jacobian matrices for ua and wa.

Similarly, for the exoskeleton subsystem, the floating base is
selected on frame E1. The exoskeleton has seven bodies in total—
the base and the six structural frames from the rigid-linkage mech-
anism. The equations of motion of TAWE can be written as

qe ¼ ½ hT
e dT

e �
T

Meðqe; neÞ€qe ¼ Heðqe; _qe; neÞ þ JT
u;eðqe; neÞue þ JT

k;ek
(7a)

_ne ¼
1

2
ne � 0 xT

e

� �T
(7b)

where qe 2 R12 is the generalized coordinates of the TAWE sub-
system; and ue 2 R2 is the exoskeleton actuation inputs. The defi-
nition of the rest of the terms are similar to that in Eq. (6), except
that no disturbance/perturbation is assumed to exist in the exoskel-
eton subsystem. Note that from the design of TAWE, Ju;e can be
obtained as

Ju;e ¼ ½ Ie 02�10 � (8)

since ue only applies torque to he;1 and he;2.
In the two subsystems, the constraint force (Lagrangian Multi-

plier) k 2 R12 fully constrains the exoskeleton on to the forearm.
The Jacobian matrices Jk;a 2 R12�8 and Jk;e 2 R12�12 are calcu-
lated from

Jk ¼ ½ Jk;a Jk;e �; _rk ¼ Jkðq; nÞ _q (9)

where the expression of the constraint vector rk 2 R12 is deter-
mined by Eq. (3) as

rk ¼

rk;q;1

rk;n;1

rk;q;2

rk;n;2

2
66666664

3
77777775
¼

qa � qe

½ 03�1 I3 �ðna � �neÞ

dw � dE1;E2

½ 03�1 I3 �ðnw � �nE1;E2Þ

2
66666664

3
77777775

(10)

where nw and �nE1;E2 are, respectively, the unit quaternions con-
verted from Rw and RE1;E2. Since frames A1 and E1 are the float-
ing bases, and the constraints between frames A2 and E2 only
involve ha and he, the Jacobian matrices can be decomposed as

Jk;a ¼
06�2 Jk;a;r

Jk;a;s 06�6

2
4

3
5; Jk;e ¼

06�6 Jk;e;r

Jk;e;s 06�6

2
4

3
5 (11)

where Jk;e;r and Jk;e;s are invertible since Jk;e has full rank as
required by the constraints. This implies that the kinematics of
exoskeleton (qe, _qe, and ne) can be fully expressed in terms of qa,
_qa, and na, which leads to

_qe ¼ �J�1
k;e Jk;a _qa; ne ¼ na (12)

with J�1
k;e Jk;a calculated as

J�1
k;e Jk;a ¼

J�1
k;e;sJk;a;s 06�6

06�2 J�1
k;e;rJk;a;r

2
4

3
5 (13)

Table 1 Properties of homogeneous transformations between
coordinate frames, where the numerical values are the default
design parameters of TAWE.

From To Translation (d) Rotation (R)

G E1 de ¼ qe ReðneÞ
E1 L1 d1 ¼ ½�6:8; 1:2; 0� cm R1Rzðhe;1Þ
L1 L2 dz;2 ¼ 2:15 cm Rxðhe;2Þ
L2 L3 dy;3 ¼ 12 cm Rxðhe;3Þ
L3 L4 dy;4 ¼ 12 cm Rxðhe;4Þ
L4 L5 dy;5 ¼ 3 cm Ryðhe;5Þ
L5 L6 dx;6 ¼ 1 cm Rzðhe;6Þ
L6 E2 d7 ¼ ½0;�3;�0:5� cm R7

G A1 da ¼ qa RaðnaÞ
A1 A2 dwðhaÞ RwðhaÞ
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Differentiating Eq. (12) with respect to time yields

€qe ¼ �J�1
k;e ðJk;a €qa þ _Jk;a _qa � _Jk;eJ�1

k;e Jk;a _qaÞ (14)

Therefore, the dynamics between the two subsystems can be
coupled by preserving the generalized coordinates of the forearm.
By calculating the constraint force

k ¼� J�T
k;e ðMeJ�1

k;e ðJk;a €qa þ _Jk;a _qa

� _Jk;eJ�1
k;e Jk;a _qaÞ þ He þ JT

u;eueÞ (15)

The combined multibody system with the generalized coordinate
qa can be calculated as

ðMa þ JT
k;aJ�T

k;e MeJ�1
k;e Jk;aÞ€qa

¼ Ha þ JT
u;aua þWT

a wa � JT
k;aJ�T

k;e He � JT
k;aJ�T

k;e JT
u;eue

�JT
k;aJ�T

k;e MeJ�1
k;e ð _Jk;a _qa � _Jk;eJ�1

k;e Jk;a _qaÞ (16a)

_na ¼ Jna
ðqa; naÞ _qa (16b)

Since Ma and Me are positive definite as defined by the multibody
model, this results in a new inertia matrix M ¼ Ma þ
JT
k;aJ�T

k;e MeJ�1
k;e Jk;a that is also positive definite.

3.3 Human Motion, Stiffness, and Tremor Dynamics.
Equation (16) follows the general formulation process and only
contains basic system characteristics. Since the exoskeleton is
designed to follow human motions, we assume that the muscle
input ua is generated by a model-based controller consisted of
nonlinear feedforward and feedback control terms, which can also
adapt to changes in system inertia and the internal forces, which
includes the exoskeleton and external loads.

The 8DOF system in Eq. (16) can be fully actuated by the mus-
cle control input ua. It is possible to define the output ya 2 R8 of
the muscle control system in the nonholonomic form as

_ya ¼ Jh;aðqa; naÞ _qa; €ya ¼ Jh;a €qa þ _Jh;a _qa (17)

with

Jh;a ¼
I5 05�3

03�5 Jh;a;nðqa; naÞ

" #
(18)

where Jh;a;n 2 R3�3 is the Jacobian matrix calculated from the
quaternion controller output

ya;n ¼ ½ 03�1 I3 �ðna � �nr;aðtÞÞ; Jh;a;n ¼ @ _ya;n=@xa (19)

with nr;a 2 R4 as the quaternion reference as a function of time t.
Furthermore, the output reference rh;a 2 R8 as a function of time
is defined as

rh;aðtÞ ¼ ½ hT
r;aðtÞ qT

r;aðtÞ 01�3 �T (20)

where hr;a 2 R2 is the wrist joint tracking reference; and qr;a 2
R3 is the forearm translational position tracking reference. The
above setups lead to the muscle control input calculated as

ua ¼ J�T
u;a ðMJ�1

h;að€rh � _Jh;a _qa þWaÞ
þ JT

k;aJ�T
k;e MeJ�1

k;e ð _Jk;a _qa � _Jk;eJ�1
k;e Jk;a _qaÞ

�Ha þ JT
k;aJ�T

k;e HeÞ þ J�T
u;a H0 (21)

Here, Wa 2 R8 is a feedback control term, and H0 :2 R8 is the
uncompensated internal force. Therefore, by defining the tracking
error vector as

ea ¼ ½ eT
a;p eT

a;d �T ¼ ½ ðya � rh;aÞT ð _ya � _rh;aÞT �T (22)

Under the muscle control input, the control system of Eq. (16) can
be defined as

My;a _ea;d ¼ My;aWa þ J�T
h;a H0 þ J�T

h;a WT
a w� J�T

h;a JT
k;aJ�T

k;e JT
u;eue (23)

where My;a ¼ J�T
h;a MJ�1

h;a remains as a positive definite matrix.
As the study focuses on the control of tremor at the wrist, by

defining the wrist control error as

e ¼ ½ eT
p eT

d �T ¼ ½ ðha � hr;aÞT ð _ha � _hr;aÞT �T (24)

and with the declaration of the selection matrices Js ¼ ½I2; 02�6�
and Jc ¼ ½06�2; I6�, the inertia matrix can be decomposed as

My;a ¼
Ms Mc

MT
c Mr

� �
; Ms ¼ JsMJT

s ; Mr ¼ JrMJT
r (25)

Therefore, the wrist error control system can be calculated as

Me _ed ¼ JeðMy;aWa þ J�T
h;a H0 þ J�T

h;a WT
a w� J�T

h;a JT
k;aJ�T

k;e JT
u;eueÞ

(26)

where

Je ¼ ½ I2 �McM�1
r �; Me ¼ Ms �McM�1

r MT
c (27)

Here, Me is symmetric positive definite, which is proven based on
the Schur complement: since My;a ¼ MT

y;a > 0, Me ¼ Ms �
McM�1

r MT
c ¼ MT

e > 0. If M�1
e is multiplied on both sides of the

equation, we obtain M�1
e Je ¼ JsM

�1
y;a . The term Je involves the

coupled inertia at the floating base. However, based on Eqs. (8),
(13), and (18) it can be shown that

JT
e;u ¼ �JsJ

�T
h;a JT

k;aJ�T
k;e JT

u;e ¼ �JeJ
�T
h;a JT

k;aJ�T
k;e JT

u;e (28)

This indicates that the inertia coupling effect does not affect ue if
it is guaranteed that the current constraint structure holds. Since
Je;u is a purely kinematic term, the controller design via ue can be
realized if Je;u can be identified.

Finally, it is important to understand the possible cause of trem-
ors based on the dynamic model. A final assumption is proposed
to introduce stiffness and damping into the system: The term Wa

introduces stiffness into the system from the biomechanical struc-
ture and neural feedback loop [29–31], which leads to

Wa ¼ �Kaea;p � Baea;d þWnðqa; _qa; na; eaÞ (29)

where Ka and Ba 2 R8�8 are the stiffness and damping matrices,
respectively; and Wn 2 R8 is the remaining nonlinear terms.
Based on Eq. (29), Eq. (26) can be transformed into

Me _ed ¼ �MeðKsep þ BsedÞ þ He þ JeJ
�T
h;a WT

a wþ JT
e;uue (30)

with

Ks ¼ JsKaJT
s ; Bs ¼ JsBaJT

s

He ¼ �MeJsðKaJT
r Jrea;p þ BaJT

r Jrea;d þWnÞ þ JeJ
�T
h;a H0

Here, He is the gross internal force that comes from the stiffness
coupled control input �MeJsðKaJT

r Jrea;p þ JsBaJT
r Jrea;pÞ, the non-

linear stabilizing terms MeJsWn, and the uncompensated internal
force H0. From Eq. (30), it can be noticed that He and JeJ

�T
h;a WT

a w
together are uncertainties in the model. Overall, the proposed
model in Eq. (30) is reasonable based on the assumptions that the
tremor dynamics stem from internal perturbations, external
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disturbances, and base excitations through the neurological and
biomechanical systems featuring stiffness and damping effects.
Based on this model, the following sections will discuss the con-
trol condition and controller design of the forearm–TAWE
system.

4 Analysis and Identification of the Wrist Joint

The previous dynamic model demonstrated that the feasibility
of TAWE is essentially determined by 2� 2 input Jacobian matrix
Je;u in Eq. (30), which is a purely kinematic term that represents
mapping from the ½he;1; he;2�T to ½ha;1; ha;2�T under the kinematic
constraints. This section discusses the effect of the wrist joint on
the workspace of TAWE, and the acquisition of the estimation of
Je;u through wrist kinematics regression for controller design.

In many studies, the wrist joint is modeled as sequenced rota-
tional joints, where the FE and RUD motions are realized by one
rotation followed by another. Some models simply approximated
the wrist joint as a universal joint [32,33], where the FE and RUD
rotations were orthogonal. Other models also took into considera-
tion the offset between the FE and RUD axes and the translational
displacements accompanying the FE and RUD motions [34–36].
There are also models that represent the wrist rotation with two
pairs of universal joints [37]. In our analyses, the wrist joint is
assumed as

TA1;A2 ¼ TS1TD1ðh?1ÞTS2TD2ðh?1ÞTS3 (31)

where

TS1 ¼
RS1 dS1

0 1

� �
; TS2 ¼

RS2 dS2

0 1

� �
; TS3 ¼

I3 dS3

0 1

� �

are constant transformations with RS and dS as constant rotation
matrices and translational displacements. The default values (in
milimeters) of dS are obtained from the 3D design model as

dS1 ¼
�6:3
70:0
�41:0

2
4

3
5; dS2 ¼

0

0

0

2
4
3
5; dS3 ¼

1:0
62:0
28:0

2
4

3
5 (32)

The default values of all RS matrices are set to RS ¼ I3. The vari-
able transformations are

TD1 ¼
Rzðð1� caÞh�a;1ÞRxðcah

�
a;2Þ 0

0 1

" #

TD2 ¼
Rzðcah

�
a;1ÞRxðð1� caÞh�a;2Þ 0

0 1

" # (33)

where h�a ¼ ½h
�
a;1; h

�
a;2�

T
is the default generalized coordinates of

the wrist (recall from Sec. 3.1 that there can be multiple candi-
dates for ha), which may not be available to sensors; and ca 2
½0; 1� is a constant parameter. Therefore, when ca¼ 0, the wrist
joint is a first-RUD-then-FE (RUD-FE) sequenced rotation model;
ca¼ 1 indicates the first-FE-then-RUD (FE-RUD) model; and the
remaining indicates that the wrist rotation is constructed by two
pairs of sequenced orthogonal rotations.

4.1 Wrist Joint and Exoskeleton Workspace. The validity
of the workspace of TAWE is determined by the property of Je;u.
If Je;u has large eigenvalues, the actuators will have good input
efficiency into the system. Any singularity that appears in Je;u will
cause incapability in controlling full-wrist motion. Although it is
shown in Fig. 2 that TAWE has adequate reachability in following
wrist motion, valid control condition is not necessarily obtainable
at every point in the workspace of TAWE. An important observa-
tion is that, for a fixed set of design parameters, the wrist model
makes a huge difference in the workspace of TAWE. To

demonstrate this, we have compared the workspaces when TAWE
is, respectively, coupled with the RUD-FE (at ca¼ 0) and the FE-
RUD (at ca¼ 1) models. In both models, ha ¼ h�a, which indicates
the transformation TA1;A2 in the two models are different for iden-
tical ha values. The workspace condition is quantified by the ratio
c defined as

c ¼ jj1j=jj2j (34)

where j1 and j2 are the two eigenvalues of Je;u, which satisfies
jj1j � jj2j. When c¼ 1, the eigenvalues with the same norm;
when c¼ 0, j1 ¼ 0, indicating that the workspace is invalid due
to singularity.

Figure 5 compares the maps of c calculated from the models
under the RUD-FE and the FE-RUD wrist joints and different
design parameters. An arbitrary contour of c ¼ 0:5 is drawn to
separate the areas of inadequate control conditions. The vicinity
area of singularity where j1 < 0:25 is considered a bad work-
space. While the examined workspace is �85degto 85deg in FE
and �45 deg to 30 deg in RUD, the critical workspace is con-
tained within the contour similar to the circumduction envelope,
whose contour passes through �65 deg and 65 deg in pure FE
motion as well as �40 deg and 25 deg in pure RUD motion.

In Fig. 5(a), there are no axle offsets (dy;5; dx;6 ¼ 0) between
the Euler joint of the wrist exoskeleton. The singularity region
cuts through the workspace when TAWE is coupled with the
RUD-FE wrist joint. This problem was also witnessed previously
in Ref. [23]. However, zero-offset works well for TAWE with the
FE-RUD wrist model, as shown in Fig. 5(c). The Euler joint offset
parameters (dy;5 and dx;6) are then modified. It is observed that by
increasing dx;6, the invalid workspace can be avoided in the case
of the RUD-FE wrist joint. Doing so will, however, move the
singularity region closer to the circumduction enveloped in the
FE-RUD cases. Increasing dy;5 only slightly improves the control
condition in the RUD-FE case. Finally, the parameter selection of
dy;5 ¼ 30 mm and dx;6 ¼ 10 mm can provide satisfying workspace
condition under both models as shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d).

This analysis demonstrates the effect of wrist kinematics on the
control feasibility of the exoskeleton. It is also shown that tuning
the design parameters may improve the control conditions. The

Fig. 5 Map of the eigenvalue norm ratio c calculated from
J�;u under different wrist models and design parameters,
where (a) RUD-FE with dy ;5 5 0; dx ;6 5 0, (b) RUD-FE with
dy ;5 5 3 cm; dx ;6 5 1 cm, (c) FE-RUD with dy ;5 5 0; dx ;6 5 0, and
(d) FE-RUD with dy ;5 5 3 cm; dx ;6 5 1 cm; axes: horizontal—RUD
(rad), vertical—FE (rad); black dash: j1 < 0:25; black solid:
c < 0:25; red dot: approximate wrist circumduction envelope
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above observation may offer a direction to solving such problems
in practice. A more general wrist model will also help in exploring
design parameters that are more compatible with different user
profiles.

4.2 Wrist Kinematics Identification. Section 4.1 discussed
the structure of the wrist and its effects on the system’s dynamics.
As discussed earlier, the knowledge of the kinematic profile of the
wrist is essential for control. The proposed controller accom-
plishes this through the regression of the wrist joint kinematics.
The goal of the regression is to estimate Je;u by obtaining the miss-
ing information of the constraint Jacobian matrix Jk;a;s defined in
Eq. (11).

The wearing locations of TAWE may change between each
usage, which leads to different closed kinematic chains. There-
fore, the regression needs to be carried out at the start of the sys-
tem operation. This requires the regression to be efficient with
only a limited amount of data. It is also desirable to consider only
the directly measured position and orientation data for regression,
as velocity data are more sensitive to noise and numerical errors if
acquired indirectly. Under the assumption that the wrist joint
model is time-invariant, it is possible to select the Euler angles as
input variables of the regression. Therefore, the regression process
can be separated into two independent parts:

(1) The regression of dw with the input variables H, with the
regression structural function defined as

FdðH; pdÞ ¼ dw (35)

where pd are the unknown parameters of the translational
displacement regression model Fd.

(2) The regression of the constraint relationship between H,
with the regression structural function defined as

FHðH; pHÞ ¼ 0 (36)

where pH are the unknown parameters of the constraint
regression model FH.

While the two parts can be carried out in parallel, the final con-
troller requires both regressions to be accurate. Recall that the
default Euler angle sequence is the intrinsic z–y–x sequence,
Therefore, it is possible to select ha ¼ ½hz; hx�T , so that ha;1 and
ha;2 can quantify the RUD and FE motions, respectively. Thus,
Jk;a;s can be calculated as

Jk;a;s ¼ Jk;HJH;a ¼
JF;dðH; pdÞ

Jn;HðHÞ

" # ½ 0 1 �
JF;Hðh; pHÞ
½ 1 0 �

2
64

3
75 (37)

where the Jacobian matrices JF;d; JF;H, and Jn;H are calculated
from

_dw ¼ JF;d
_H; _hy ¼ JF;H

_ha

_rk;n;2 ¼ Jn;H
_H þ ½ 03�3 I3 �Jk;e;s _qe

(38)

based on Eq. (10).
In general, the regression model has the structure of

F ¼ F1 þ
Xn

i¼2

ciFi (39)

where F1 is the main regression component; Fi are the supplemen-
tal regression components; and ci 2 ½0; 1� are the scaling constants
that determine the weights of these components. Note that ci¼ 0
implies exclusion of the component, which is necessary because
in noisy cases, certain components may deteriorate the regression
performance due to lack of robustness.

For the translational displacement regression, it is also desirable
to have the regression affine parameters so that a single optimum
can be guaranteed. The main regression component is designed as

Fd;1 ¼ pd;1 þ RHðHÞpd;2 (40)

which simply assumes that the wrist joint is a universal joint or a
ball joint. The other components are

Fd;2 ¼ Pd;3 sinðHÞ þ Pd;4 cosðHÞ
Fd;3 ¼ Pd;5Hþ Pd;6ðH?HÞ

where Pd;i 2 R3�3 are parameter matrices whose elements are
unique and belong to pd. As a result, the translational displace-
ment regression model contains both specific and general features
that may overcome some model uncertainties.

The first component of the rotational constraint regression
model is selected by assuming that the rotation axis of nw is
always on a plane, which can be expressed as

FH;1 ¼ Reð½ 0 0 1 0 �T � ð�npðpH;1Þ � nw;HðHÞÞÞ (41)

Here, np is a preset rotation quaternion calculated from the param-
eter pH;1; and nw;H is the quaternion nw represented by H. There-
fore, FH;1 will constrain the rotation axes of nw;H on the x–z plane
of a coordinate frame rotated by np.

An advantage of adopting FH;1 as the basis of FH is that it is
not affected by the rotation sequence of H, since Eq. (41) is for-
mulated based on quaternions. Another advantage is that by add-
ing a few terms to FH;1, it will be equivalent to certain sequenced
rotation models. To demonstrate this, we define another Euler
angle U ¼ ½/x;/y;/z�T calculated from

RUðUÞ ¼ Rp;HðpH;1ÞTRH (42)

where Rp;H is the rotation matrix converted from pH;1. By con-
structing a new constraint

rUðH;UÞ ¼ FH;1 þ cb sinð/x=2Þsinð/z=2Þ (43)

if U is calculated by the intrinsic z–y–x sequence, having cb¼ 1
will constrain /y to 0; if U is calculated by the intrinsic x–y–z
sequence, having cb ¼ �1 will constrain /y to 0. Therefore, by
having

FH;2 ¼ pT
H;2½ sinð/x=2Þsinð/z=2Þ cosð/x=2Þcosð/z=2Þ �

FH;3 ¼ pT
H;3½ sin2ð/x=4Þsinð/z=2Þ sin2ð/x=4Þcosð/z=2Þ �

FH;4 ¼ pT
H;4½ sin2ð/z=4Þsinð/x=2Þ sin2ð/z=4Þcosð/x=2Þ �

(44)

there exist sets of parameters that make RH based on FH equiva-
lent to the sequenced rotation models, such as the FE-RUD or
RUD-FE models discussed in Sec. 4.1. In other cases, FH based
on the above formulation can approximate complicated rotation
angles. It should be noted that due to the singularity in the rotation
matrix converted from Euler angles, the Euler angle constraint
regression is only applicable for small unknown preset angles.

The basis of the current dynamic nonlinear parameter estimator
is the Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm [38], which is a
combination of the gradient descent and Gauss–Newton methods
that are effective for poor estimation cases and fast convergence
near local minimum, respectively. Compared to many other algo-
rithms, the LM algorithm is relatively simple and more time-
efficient. The regression models will also provide the analytical
expressions of the Jacobian with respect to the parameters, which
is crucial to the regression process.

The traditional LM optimizer does not support bound con-
straints. To solve this problem, a constraint-violation penalty term
can be added to the FH. An example can be provided as
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FH;C ¼
X

sinh10ðpH?cCÞ (45)

where cC is a constant vector that sets the bound for each ph ele-
ments. This constraint component will set symmetric boundaries
on the parameters without seriously affecting the cost function
output when the parameters are small.

5 Controller Designs

The control framework that will be implemented on TAWE
is illustrated in Fig. 6. The muscle input ua and disturbance/
perturbation w in the forearm are assumed to originate from the
human user. To overcome inaccuracy from sensor noise and
numerical errors, the 6DOF motion measurements ~H; ~dw, and ~he

collected by the IMUs and encoders will be fused using a Kalman
filter [39] for a better state estimation. The states will then be fed
into the kinematic model estimator to approximate Je;u to be used
in the controller, which generates the control input ue exerted by
TAWE in the system.

The control framework also includes voluntary motion filtering,
which is an important stage in practical application. As mentioned
previously in Sec. 1, human motion filters can be a combination
of methods (WFLC, BMFLC, autoregression, etc. [13,14,16])
designed for identifying the pattern of tremor and subtracting it
from human motion ha. The identification may also require extra
sensors (e.g., EMG, EEG) for exclusive information on human
motion. As the current study mainly focuses on the kinematics
and dynamics, the voluntary motion as the tracking reference hr;a

is assumed to be available automatically in the upcoming
simulation.

The controller design of the system is established on Eq. (30),
in which many terms related to the dynamics of the systems are
unknown. A preliminary controller can be designed based on the
structure of

ue ¼ J�1
e;u ð�kiei � kpep � kded

�Xu;1ðt; q; _qÞp̂u;1 � Xu;2ðt; q; _qÞp̂u;2Þ (46)

where

ei ¼
ðt

0

epðsÞds (47)

is the integral error; ki; kp; kd � 0 are the proportional–
integral–derivative (PID) control gains; p̂u;1 2 R4g and p̂u;2 2 R3

are the tremor suppression and external force compensation
parameters, respectively, as an estimation of the true value pu;1

and pu;2 for adaptive control (g is a positive integer);
Xu;1ðt; q; _qÞ 2 R2�4g and Xu;2ðt; q; _qÞ 2 R2�3 is the adaptive
model component matrix corresponding to the parameters. Differ-
ent components from ue are implemented in various cases: the

integral control and external force adaptive components are
proposed for light-power augmentation—the operation mode
designed for assisting human motion; and the tremor suppression
component is designed for countering tremorous motions. How-
ever, the P and D controller are universally required in all cases.

A stable PID tracking controller requires achieving the Hurwitz
[40] state matrix

A ¼
0 I2 0

0 0 I2

�kiM
�1
e �kpM�1

e �kdM�1
e

2
664

3
775 (48)

Provided that the eigenvalues of M�1
e are jm;1 > 0 and jm;2 > 0,

the six eigenvalues jc of A can be solved from

ðj3
c þ kdjm;1j2

c þ kpjm;1jc þ kijm;1Þ ¼ 0

ðj3
c þ kdjm;2j2

c þ kpjm;2jc þ kijm;2Þ ¼ 0
(49)

According to Routh–Hurwitz criteria, the eigenvalues will have
stable real parts when kdkpjm > ki for both jm;1 and jm;2. There-
fore, the PID controller can only be applied with a good estima-
tion of the range of jm, which is challenging when the user is
performing multiple tasks.

Both external force compensation and tremor suppression con-
trol components adopt the model reference adaptive control
(MRAC) structure. The main purpose of using this control compo-
nent is to counter the torque created by gravitational forces. The
external force is assumed to be acting on a point located
away from the wrist. The generalized form of this force can be
modeled as

Xu;1pu;1 ¼ ðJx;HJT
H;askewð½ 0 0 1 �TÞRHpu;1 (50)

where Jx;H is the Jacobian matrix that satisfies x ¼ Jx;H
_H. If all

the velocity-related internal forces (e.g., Coriolis forces, centripe-
tal forces, and damping forces) are negligible during low-speed
operations, the identified parameter norm jjpu;1jj will approxi-
mately be the moment of the gross system gravitational forces
with respect to the approximate FE and RUD rotation.

Similar to the idea of BMFLC [14], by considering all the
model terms as periodic system inputs identified within a known
range of frequency, the equivalent gross input Xupu can be con-
structed as

Xu;2 pu;2 ¼

Xg

i¼1

ð sinðxitÞpu;2;i þ cosðxitÞpu;2;iþgÞ

Xg

i¼1

ð sinðxitÞpu;2;iþ2g þ cosðxitÞpu;2;iþ3gÞ

2
666664

3
777775 (51)

Fig. 6 The control system framework of TAWE
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which is the combination of sinusoidal waves at different frequen-
cies, which is assumed to be the structures of the tremors. An
advantage of this adaptive model is its capability of adapt to
tremor signals with multiple dominant frequencies, provided that
the range of xi contains these main frequencies.

If the proposed adaptive models are accurate, the error control
system can be assumed as

_e ¼ �
0 1

kpM�1
e kdM�1

e

" #
eþ

0

M�1
e ðXupu � Xup̂uÞ

" #
(52)

where Xu ¼ ½Xu;1;Xu; 2� and pu ¼ ½pT
u;1; pu;2�T. Therefore, the esti-

mation parameter can then be updated as

_̂pu ¼ �C�1
u XT

u ðcVep þ edÞ (53)

where cV 2 Rþ is a constant parameter; and Cu 2 Rð4gþ3Þ�ð4gþ3Þ

is the symmetric positive definite adaptive update gain. Thus, a
candidate adaptive control Lyapunov function can be chosen as

V ¼ eT
p ðkp þ cVkd � c2

VMeÞep

þðpu � p̂uÞTCuðpu � p̂uÞ

þ ðcVep þ edÞTMeðcVep þ edÞ (54)

Provided that controller design condition kd > cV=minðjmÞ that
guarantees the positiveness of V based on the

kd > cV=minðjmÞ ! kdzTz > cVzTz=minðjmÞ
� cVzTMez (55)

where z 2 R2 is a random vector.
Finally, it should be noted that all of the controllers at the cur-

rent stage are only suitable for assisting slow human motions, in
which cases it can be assumed that _Me 	 0. Under this condition,
the stability of Eq. (54) can be proved by evaluating the time-
derivative of V

_V ¼ 2eT
p ðkp þ cVkd � c2

VMeÞed � 2ðpu � p̂uÞTCu
_̂pu

� 2ðcVep þ edÞTðkpep þ kded þ Xuðpu � p̂uÞT

� cVMeedÞ

� �2cVkpe
T
p ep � 2ðkd � cV=minðjmÞÞeT

d ed

� 2ðpu � p̂uÞTðCu
_̂pu þ XT

u ðcVep þ edÞÞ

� 0 (56)

that satisfies _V ¼ 0 only when ep; ed ¼ 0 and p̂u ¼ pu, which
proves the stability of the controller under the above assumptions.

Fig. 7 Root-mean-square of estimation error of (a) _dw and
(b) _hy based on random design parameters and motion
trajectories, where regressions are based on (1) black cross—
zero-noise data; (2) red circle—noisy data; and (3) blue
square—low-pass filtered data

Fig. 8 Result of regression based on simulation configuration no. 29, where the regressor trajec-
tories for training are shown in (a) H and (b) dw; and the comparison between true and estimated

velocities of the testing trajectory are shown in (c) _hy , (d) _dw ;x , (e) _dw ;y , and (f) _dw ;z
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6 Simulation and Discussion

Simulations are carried out to validate the findings and study
the performances of the methods. The results from the wrist kine-
matic identification are first presented, followed by the ones from
the dynamics and control of TAWE.

6.1 Simulation on Regression Performance. The perform-
ances of the offline kinematic identification with the previously
introduced regression models is studied quantitatively through
simulation. To examine the overall performance, a total of 50 sets
of random wrist model parameters (RS, dS, and ca from Eq. (31))
and time trajectories of h?a are generated for regression training.
The wrist model parameters range within 1 cm in translational dis-
placement and 10 deg in rotation angle, and the trajectories are
contained within the anatomically possible range of wrist motion
(620 deg in h�a;1 and 630 deg in h�a;2). Each set of h?a trajectories
is generated at a sampling rate of 200 Hz for 10 s, which is then
used to generate the 6DOF displacement and velocity trajectories
based on the randomly parameterized wrist model in Eq. (31). The
scaling constants in Eq. (39) are selected as

cd ¼ ½ 1 0 �; cH ¼ ½ 10�1 10�2 10�2 � (57)

For the current complexity of wrist model, it is only necessary to
keep Fd;1. The unknown parameters pd and pH are initial set as
zeros. Random noises are also added into the displacement
data for regression process (�1 deg to 1 deg for H and
�0:25 	 0:25 cm for dw). Regression training are then carried out
with respect to the zero-noise, noisy, and low-pass filtered version
of each set of data.

For each of the 50 sets of random model parameters and trajec-
tories, the regression performance is then evaluated by 20 other
randomly generated 10-s h?a trajectories. As the goal is to identify
the Jacobian matrices, the evaluation is carried out with the zero-
noise velocity trajectories— _H is used to estimate _dw, and ½ _hx; _hz�
are used to estimate _hy. The result overview is shown in Fig. 7,
which demonstrates the root-mean-square errors of the velocity
estimation. In general, the regression performs very well when
there is no noise, as the upper bounds are approximately
610 cm/s in _dw and 61 rad/s for _hy. The regression model also
possesses robustness to overcome light noise with the LM opti-
mizer. It is observed that noise significantly reduces the estimation
accuracy, and filtering the noise visibly improves the Euler angle
constraint regression. There is no apparent correlation between
the dw and H regressions, or between the zero-noise and the noisy
regressions.

It appears that estimation errors in simulation no. 29 from
Fig. 7 are relatively large. In this configuration, ca ¼ 0:88, indicat-
ing that the wrist joint is not an orthogonal joint. To understand
whether the regression is poor due to the wrist model parameters
or due to random trajectory/noise, the regression model is trained
based on another 50 sets of random trajectories, with respect to
the wrist model used in simulation no. 29. A single velocity esti-
mation simulation of the regression model trained-based noisy
data is presented in Fig. 8, where the real and estimated velocity
trajectories of _hy and _dw are approximately identical. Figure 9
shows the performance overview of the regression model trained
with respect to the simulation no. 29 wrist model. It is shown that
there are many trails where the performance is acceptable. The
relatively poor regression performances in the few cases are there-
fore likely related to random noises. The performance of regres-
sion models trained based on zero-noise data remains better than
those trained based on noisy data.

The simulations demonstrated that the regression model can
approximate a variety of complex wrist joint model. The regres-
sion model is also robust enough to deal with a certain level of
noise. It should be noted that the regression models are all opti-
mized offline based on 10-s trajectory data. The adopted method
is, therefore, a strong preliminary approach for kinematic identifi-
cation studies.

6.2 Simulation on Dynamics and Control. The first simula-
tion on the dynamics and control of TAWE validates the proposed
dynamical model by comparing the dynamical behaviors of the
forearm–TAWE assembly modeled in two different engines—
ANDY (an analytical multibody toolbox [41] in MATLAB) and
V-REP [42], which uses a different approach in simulating multi-
body systems with kinematic constraints. The same default posi-
tions are set for both simulations as demonstrated in Fig. 10. As
the primary goal is to verify the analytical model established in

Fig. 9 Root-mean-square of estimation error of (a) _dw and (b)
_hy based on design parameters used in simulation no. 29 and
motion trajectories, where regressions are based on (1) black
cross—zero-noise data; (2) red circle—noisy data; and (3) blue
square—low-pass filtered data

Fig. 10 Three-dimensional models from the simulations in (a) V-REP and (b) ANDY
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Sec. 3 (the specific modeling process is realized with ANDY), a
control input ua in each simulation is generated to track the same
planned reference. While the PD feedback components are
designed based on states from each simulation, the feedforward
controllers in both simulations are calculated based on the analyti-
cal model in ANDY. The result is shown in Fig. 11, from which it
is apparent that the responses and control inputs from both sys-
tems are approximately identical. This indicates the viability of
the analytical model, which is then used for the upcoming
simulations.

The performances of controllers for light-power motion aug-
mentations are simulated and compared. In this simulation,
the forearm base is fixed in space, and there are no human inputs
into the system (wa; ua ¼ 0). Three different controllers are
implemented—a PID controller with the real value of Je;u, a PID
controller with the estimation Ĵ e;u, and a PDþ external force com-
pensation MRAC controller with the estimated Ĵ e;u. The PID con-
trol gains are selected as ki ¼ 0:25, kp¼ 1, and kd ¼ 0:75 (ki¼ 0

for PD controllers). For the current model where the hand is
approximately 0.65 kg, it is calculated that minðjmÞ > 100 in
workspace, which indicates that the control conditions in
Eqs. (48) and (55) are easy to satisfy. The performances of trajec-
tory tracking are shown in Fig. 12, where all the controllers have
been demonstrated to be capable of following the reference. It
should be noted in subplots (a) and (b) that the control perform-

ance are almost identical as Ĵ
�1

e;u Je;u 	 I. The trajectories of the

position error norm jjepjj demonstrates that the MRAC controller
is more effective than the PID controller in overcoming model
uncertainties.

For the tremor control simulation, the system is again config-
ured as floating-base and ua is designed to hold the system at its
default position. The source of the tremor as the periodic disturb-
ance wa consists of 17 different harmonic waves with frequencies
ranging from 4 to 8 Hz acting on the system, resulting in vibra-
tions. The performances of the passive (PD only) and active
(PDþ tremor suppression MRAC control) tremor suppression

Fig. 11 Simulation validation between the dynamical models in V-REP and ANDY, where the sub-
plots displays: (a) the tracking trajectory of ha;1, (b) the tracking trajectory of ha;2, (c) the norm of
tracking error jjhe jj, and (d) the norm of input jjua jj

Fig. 12 The comparison of controllers for light-power motion augmentation. The first
three subplots are the h1 trajectories based on the controllers—(a) PID with Je;u, (b) PID
with Ĵ e;u, and (c) PD 1Adaptive with Ĵ e;u; and subplot (d) shows the norm of the track-
ing error jjep jj.
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controllers are compared. In the active tremor suppression con-
troller, the adaptive model consists of sinusoidal components at
nine different frequencies ranging from 4 to 8 Hz. These tremor
controllers are activated after t¼ 5, allowing the uncontrolled
tremorous vibration to enter the steady-state. The result is pre-
sented in Fig. 13, where it is clear from the plots of jjepjj that
active suppression has the best performance. The nine sinusoidal
components in the adaptive model are not able to completely fit
the dynamics of the disturbance, resulting in the tremor not being
fully suppressed. Finally, the trajectories of jjuejj indicate that
active tremor suppression employs larger torque inputs, which
consumes more power as expected.

7 Conclusion and Future Works

This study presented the theoretical analysis of TAWE—a
novel exoskeleton designed for tremor alleviation in the wrist FE
and RUD motions. To investigate the feasibility of TAWE, an
analytical multibody model of the forearm–exoskeleton system
was formulated, based on the coupling of two floating base sub-
systems. Based on the control system established from the multi-
body model, we observed that the information of the wrist
kinematics is crucial to the application of TAWE. It was demon-
strated that the structure of the wrist joint can significantly affect
the control conditions of TAWE in its workspace. It was also
shown that workspace conditions can be improved by tuning the
design parameters. Later, a model was developed for the kine-
matic identification of the wrist, which was proved to be capable
of robustly regressing complex wrist joint models based on noisy
regressor data. After obtaining the wrist model, a control frame-
work was established with controllers designed for tremor
suppression and light-power motion augmentation. Through
cross-platform numerical simulations, the analytical dynamical
model is validated. Simulations have also shown that controllers
can successfully provide movement assistance and active tremor
suppression.

Overall, the study explored a few possible challenges in devel-
oping a full-wrist tremor suppression exoskeleton and provided
solutions based on reasonable theoretical assumptions. However,
more investigations are required before the full implementation of
TAWE. A few potential future research direction are:

(1) Establishing a more thorough study in the wrist kinematics
and developing an online regression algorithm. This will be
very useful considering that the real wrist kinematic model
has a more complicated structure and may involve time-
variant elements.

(2) Exploring possible controllers to adapt to the inertia and
other internal dynamical properties of the system. With a
better knowledge of the system information, the control
performance can be greatly improved.

(3) Developing efficient motion-filtering algorithms that can
extract tremorous motions from voluntary human motions.
This also requires a thorough analysis to fundamentally
understand the dynamics of tremor.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the analysis approach in
this paper may be applicable to other similar wearable rehabilita-
tion devices. TAWE is currently under development and the exo-
skeleton will be implemented as a useful tool to better understand
and control pathological tremors.

The mathematical notations used in this paper are listed as
following:

Nomenclature

In ¼ identity matrix of a specific dimension n (fits along with
its neighboring blocks if no dimension specified)

Z> 0 ¼ square matrix Z is positive definite
�z ¼ conjugation of quaternion z (4� 1)

zm�n ¼ A m� n matrix with all elements as z 2 R (fits along
with its neighboring blocks if no dimension specified)

z1 � z2 ¼ multiplications of quaternions z1 (4� 1) and z2 (4� 1)
jjZjjn ¼ the induced n-norm of a matrix Z (n¼ 2 if not

specified)
Z�T ¼ the transposed inverse of Z (since ðZ�1ÞT ¼ ðZTÞ�1

)
Z1?Z2 ¼ multiply two same size matrices Z1 and Z2 by elements
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